Let's learn
about compost!

Basic Composting Guide &
Activity Book
For Children and Families
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GET TO
KNOW
ME
I'm
Compiworm!
My favourite
breakfast are leaves
in the soil and rotten
food!
I love the colour
brown.
My favourite
friend is ant Molly!

WHO
ARE
YOU?

My favourite
subjects are
Ecology and
Math.
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HIKE MAGAZINE

Hello, little earth
lover!
Your name:_____________
Province:_______________
Age:__________________
Favourite food:__________

Look in the
glossary section
for the meaning
of the words
highlighted in
green

Thank
you fo
to lear r choosing
n abou
compos
t
ting an
take ca
d
re of m how to
nature other
!
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What is
composting?

Saves money
Reduces waste
Feeds your plants
Enriches the soil

Composting is a natural process
that occurs when a mixture of
decaying leaves, or food scraps,
break down into granular
material. The resulting dark soil is
rich in nutrients that you can use
as fertilizer to improve your
garden soil!

What are
the benefits
of
composting?

Keeps your garden healthy

What are
the
basic
ingredients
?

Greens: grass clippings, fruits,
eggshells, vegetable scraps and
coffee ground
Browns: dead leaves, branches,
twigs, paper
Water and air
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They are animals such as bacteria,
worms, bugs, beetles and more
that live in the soil and help to
break down the organic material
into the dark-rich soil that we call
compost!

Who are the
compost
critters?

Fly

When in the garden,
search for these
friendly critters. Check
the boxes of the ones
you find!

Spider
Beetle

Redworm

Bacteria

Snail

Ant

Sow bug
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What are some
different
types of
composting?

Vermicomposting

Trench composting

Backyard composting
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Vermicomposting
Worm compost or vermicompost is produced
when you feed worms with kitchen scraps.
The most common earthworm to be found in
the compost heat (indoor vermicomposting) is
the Red Wiggler:

Worms leave castings (worm poop)

DID
YOU
KNOW?

that enriches the soil (or makes
the soil healthier) and improve its
structure.
Red worms (red wigglers) can live in
different temperatures (55 to 80
degrees) and can grow to a length
of 3 inches.
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MATERIALS

DIY in 5 easy steps!
Opaque wooden or plastic storage bin
Shredded paper or newspaper
Dirt from the garden or yard

And don't forget
the worms! You
can purchase
them here.

Spray bottle with water
Drill (use it with parental guidance)
Fill 3/4 of the bin

Make drain holes

with shredded

on the bottom of

paper and

your bin and air

moisten. Add dirt

holes in the lid

to make the bed

Feed your worms

Add the one

with plenty of food

pound of red

scraps and keep the

wigglers worms

bin in a dark, quiet,
warm spot

Add kitchen
food and check
your worms
regularly
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Look how we make our
vermicomposting at
YRFN!
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It is time for Worm Search!
Help Compiworm to find their food!
Circle the words in the wordsearch below. They can be
spelled forwards, backwards, up, down, or diagonal.

Greens
Vegetables Fruits
Bread Pasta
Tea bags

Browns
Paper Leaves
Cardboard

Avoid
Citrus diary
Oils
Meat
Bones
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Trench composting
This is a simple
composting method
where you directly bury
kitchen scraps and
garden waste into a
hole or trench in your
garden/backyard

With almost
no effort, trench
composting can increase
plant growth and retain
moisture!

Although the finished
compost stays in one
place, it benefits the
soil all around it!

Because the organic waste (kitchen
scraps) is buried under several inches of

DID
YOU
KNOW?

soil, trench composting is completely
invisible and odourless.
Plants that need a lot of nutrients like
cabbage, corn and squash greatly
benefit from trench composting
because plants nearby the trench
composting's rich material receive
moisture and nutrients at the root zone.
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Find the materials with a BINGO!
To build your own trench compost, look for the materials you
will need in your house. When you spot one, collect it and
mark the square with an "X". See if you can find them all!

A shovel

Food waste: i.e. apple

Coffee ground

Soil in your
garden/backyard

Green plants

Garden gloves

Dry leaves

Tea bags

Rotten food

Food waste: i.e.
orange

Yard space

Grass clippings

Food waste: i.e.
Banana

Bones

Meat

Eggshells

...Now let's play in the dirt!
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DIY in 3 easy steps!
Now that you have found all that you
need: a shovel, garden gloves, a backyard
spot, kitchen waste, etc., it is time to
build your own trench compost!

Dig a trench/hole in your
backyard 18"-24" deep
and as wide and long as is
practical.

Cover greens with the soil you
dug-out (minimum 12"- 18") and
let it break down. The same hole
can be used for multiple layers
of composting.

Use the shovel
accompanied
by an adult!

Add the compostable
green material/ kitchen scraps
(up to 6" deep). The organic
waste will break down and
decompose by the microbes
present in the soil.

After one or two months
you can plant flowers,
tomato seedlings, or any
other plant or seeds in that
spot! Just stand back and
watch it grow!
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Backyard composting
This is an easy,
natural and inexpensive
composting method for
your garden, yard or
lawn. You just need a
black bin composter
with a secure lid.

Place your black
bin in a spot that you can
access easily, that has good
drainage and partial
shade.

Composting is easy, just
make sure you fill your
bin with equal amount
greens to browns
materials. Make sure to
chop large veggies
before putting them in
your black bin!

DID YOU KNOW?
Some
advantages of
the black bin
composter are
that it's: pest
resistant, easy
to set up, has
good ventilation
and protection
from rain and
snow!

You can compost
during the four
seasons: spring,
winter, summer
and fall! During
rainy days you
can harvest
rainwater to
moisten your
compost pile!
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Find the materials with
Word Scramble!
Can you guess which materials you will need to create your
own home compost viewer? Discover them with this word
scramble! Then, sum up your points!

LSGSA RJA

3 points

FODO APSSRC

3 points

IDTR

1 points

DYAR SEDBRI

5 points

EPSNPRWEA

4 points

ODRARDABC

4 points

AWETR

2 points

EPAT

1 points

REMKAR

1 points
Answer key: Jar glass,
food scraps, yard debris,
newspaper, cardboard,
water, tape, marker

How many points did
you score?
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DIY in 4 easy steps!
Now that you have found all that you
need: newspaper/cardboard, food scraps,
water, dirt, yard debris, tape/maker, etc....
it is time to learn how to build your own
home compost viewer!

01.

02.

03.

04.

Use the
glass jar
accompanied by
an adult!

Add a small handful of
soil to the bottom of
your glass jar

Put in a bit of shredded
newspaper/cardboard
and then add a layer of
kitchen scraps

Add a layer of organic yard
debris (i.e dead leaves, grass
clippings). Repeat steps until
the jar is almost full.
Add water so compost is
moist (not wet) and cap
the top with holes poked in
the lid for oxygen.
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Let's look closer at the
layers of the backyard
composter!

Yard debris

Soil
Food scraps

Hay

Paper
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Make observations with a journal!
Before starting your
journal, draw a line on the
glass to mark the top of the
composting ingredients! Set
your jar on a sunny windowsill
and stir it daily. Add water if it
start to get dry, to mositen.

On day 1, mark
and measure
the height from
the bottom of
the jar to the
top of the
composting
pile.

Every 1 or 2
weeks, remeasure and
note any changes
in the height of
your compost as
your ingredients
decompose...

How much water are you adding?
How big are the pieces of food scraps?
Have some food scraps decomposed
more quickly than others?
Can you see insects or other animals?
Does it smell?
How is the texture?
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CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING A COMPOST HERO
AND STARTING YOUR
GREEN JOURNEY WITH US!
WE HAVE SO MANY
SURPRISES FOR YOU!
SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS,
JOIN OUR COMPOST
LEARNING HUB EMAIL LIST
FOR MORE ACTIVITIES FOR
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY!
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Certificate of Completion
This Certificate is awarded to

For successfully completing the basic guide & activity book
about the different composting styles.

Guardian Signature

Your Signature
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Glossary
Word
Compost

Definition
Compost supplies plant with food and improve the health of
the soil. It is a mixture of decayed materials such as leaves,
grass clippings, and food scraps.

Fertilizer

Fertilizer are substances that you add to the soil and plants
to keep them well nourished.

Food scraps

Food scraps are waste products that you obtain when
preparing food, for example, fruits and vegetable peelings,
meat trimmings, bones, eggshells.

Nutrients

Pests

Nutrients are substances that plants and people need for
healthy growth and functioning. Fruits and plants are rich in
nutrients and they obtain nutrients from the soil.

Pests are animals or creatures that are harmful to the
environment and people's health.

Organic waste

Organic waste is any material that is biodegradable which
means that is able to decay/break down in small particles by
the action of living organisms. Examples: food and pruning
waste,

Rainwater

Water from rain. You can collect and storage the rainwater.

Yard debris

It is waste or debris created by gardening lawn care and
include grass clippings, weeds, sticks, branches bushes,
plants and leaves,
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Thank you for learning with
us, little earth lover!

This resource was made possible with
the support of
Ontario Trillium Foundation

